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We’ve Merged!

September 10, 2015

Behavioral Lab and Xlab have merged their SONA
accounts to berkeley.sona-systems.com
Researchers
• Have access to a larger participant pool
Participants
• Only sing up once on SONA, our shared
participant management system
• Can choose between a variety of B-Lab and Xlab
studies

Payment Plans
Berkeley Prepaid Virtual Visa is replacing Citibank
Virtual Visa as the Xlab's electronic payment option.
The program creates a virtual Visa debit card account,
into which Xlab can pay subjects. The money can be
spent anywhere on-line that accepts Visa.
There is a per transaction charge for using the Berkeley
Prepaid. For now it will be subsidized by Xlab.

More Grant Money

Hello and Goodbye
Miho Tanaka’s last day at Xlab was earlier this
summer. Her contribution to Xlab is greatly
appreciated and her impact on Xlab will be
remembered.
Jaya Roy recently joined the team as Behavioral Lab
Coordinator and Xlab student staff supervisor. When
she isn’t working with B-Lab or Xlab, she’s teaching
Cognitive Science at the California College of the Arts
or helping with Clinical Psychology research at CAL
CALM lab.

Moving Soon
This December we are re-locating to the Hearst Gym.
Our new space is large and can also accommodate
small group studies! When the Haas library is
remodeled, we expect Xlab to move back into the S
building at Haas. This space will be shared with
Behavioral Lab, giving you flexibility and more Haas
resources at your disposal.

Xlab is lifting the $1,000 limit to Xlab research grants.
These grants can now be used to pay participants
outside of the Xlab subject pool.

Don Moore, Faculty Director: dm@berkeley.edu
Rowilma Balza del Castillo, Xlab Tech Manager: xtech@haas.berkeley.edu
Jaya Roy, Behavioral Lab Director: behavioral_lab@berkeley.edu

Like Xlab?
We would love to hear from you.
Send us your feedback HERE.

Xlab
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